Four Seasons Window with Multimedia Bouquet

Amanda Armstrong
I started with the idea of a 2D and 3D combined bouquet

Plastic Flowers (made from moldable plastic pellets)

Colored Pencil Flowers (Not included in final project because they just didn’t look right in the bouquet)
I made a basket for a vase, but I ended up with too many flowers, and had to switch to the current glass vase.

The initial vase with the first set of flowers.

With the addition of more flowers, this vase became too small.
Glass Flower made at Corning Museum of Glass

The creation of a flower (these pictures are from making a different flower, on a different date)

The flower that I made for this project
I made some maple leaf roses to add to the bouquet.
Then I made the four seasons window, using photoshop

After creating the digital painting, I used a frame and some pieces of leftover wood to create the window frame and sill.